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A Shape Memory Alloy-Based
Morphing Axial Fan
Blade—Part II: Blade Shape
and Computational Fluid
Dynamics AnalysesAQ3 26

27 The ability of a morphing blade to change its geometry according to the different operat-
ing conditions represents a challenging approach for the optimization of turbomachinery
performance. In this paper, experimental and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
numerical analyses on a morphing blade for a heavy-duty automotive cooling axial fan
are proposed. Starting from the experimental results proposed in the first part of this
work, a morphing blade, made of shape memory alloy (SMA) strips embedded in a poly-
meric structure, was thoroughly tested. In order to assess the ability of the strips to reach
a progressive and smooth shape changing evolution, several experiments were performed
in a purpose-built wind tunnel. The morphing blade changed its shape as the strips were
thermally activated by means of air stream flow. The bending deformation evolution with
the increasing number of thermal cycles was evaluated by digital image analysis techni-
ques. After the analyses in the wind tunnel, CFD numerical simulations of a partially
shrouded fan composed of five morphing blades were performed in order to highlight the
evolution of the fan performance according to air temperature conditions. In particular,
the capability of the blade activation was evaluated by the comparison between the fan
performance with nonactivated blades and with activated blades. The results show a pro-
gressive stabilization of the shape memory behavior after the first cycle. The blade defor-
mation led to a significant improvement in the fan performance at a constant rotational
velocity. The CFD numerical simulation points out the differences in the overall perform-
ance and of three-dimensional fluid dynamic behavior of the fan. This innovative concept
is aimed at realizing a sensorless smart fan control, permitting (i) an energy saving that
leads to fuel saving in the automotive application fields and (ii) an increase in engine
life, thanks to a strong relationship between the engine thermal request and the cooling
fan performance. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4031760]

28 Introduction

29 More than half of the energy in vehicles is lost as heat to the
30 different cooling systems (engine cooling system, air condition-
31 ing, frictional components cooling, etc.) and exhaust gas. Reduc-
32 ing the amount of energy lost in vehicle cooling systems enhances
33 the efficiency of the vehicles as reported by Lin and Sunden [1].
34 A traditional cooling system is made up of (i) pump, (ii) thermo-
35 stat valve, (iii) heat exchanger, and (iv) cooling fan.
36 The cooling system has to simultaneously balance engine ther-
37 mal management, passenger thermal comfort, and cooling system
38 parasitic losses over all vehicle operating conditions and climate
39 control demands. For a given vehicle application (high and low
40 velocity vehicle, truck and heavy-duty engine), the cooling system
41 technologies evaluated for heater performance are selected with
42 regard to the entire cooling system and thermal management
43 objectives, such as [2]: (i) peak cooling system performance, (ii)
44 fast engine warm-up, (iii) precise coolant temperature control, (iv)
45 thermal comfort, (v) improved fuel economy, (vi) reduced thermal
46 shocks, and finally, (vii) low cost. These objectives are met by
47 robust and efficient design including an efficient controllable
48 water pump and electric fan, a high-performance heat exchanger

49with low pressure drops (air and water side) and an electric flow
50control valve for precise temperature control during the transient
51engine load through different ambient temperatures.
52In order to improve the engine thermal management, many dif-
53ferent methods have been developed in recent years: electric heat-
54ers, electric water pumps, heat pumps, and fuel-fired coolant
55heaters. These systems vary in terms of performance, packaging
56considerations, reliability, costs, and auxiliary devices to support
57them.
58In automotive applications, conventional cooling systems are
59generally not very accurate, not controllable and lead to consider-
60able parasitic losses. In most cases, fans and water pumps have
61great difficulty in correctly monitoring and maintaining multiple
62operating temperature levels [3]. Cooling systems are designed to
63simply guarantee sufficient heat removal at maximum engine out-
64put conditions in the worst vehicle operating conditions (low vehi-
65cle velocity and high temperature ambient). Unfortunately, these
66operational conditions only represent approximately 5% of the
67conditions that the cooling system encounters during its operation
68[4]. In fact, the engine cooling system is significantly influenced
69by cooling air generated by (i) a ram effect resulting from the
70vehicle’s motion and (ii) suction produced by fan operation [5].
71The combined effect of these two factors is highly variable and
72their coupling with the cooling fan and pump presents a target
73which is difficult to reach.
74The present work focuses on an innovative passive control sys-
75tem for the performance optimization of an automotive axial cool-
76ing fan. The fan is regulated by a sensorless control taking
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77 advantage of the SMA elements embedded in the polymeric blade
78 structure.
79 Material selection and characterization, blade design, and pre-
80 liminary activation tests are reported in the first part [6] which
81 focused in particular on the description of the blade deformation
82 and activation time.
83 This second part focuses on (i) the progressive stabilization of
84 the shape memory behavior after the first cycle and (ii) the fluid
85 dynamic phenomena induced by blade camber variation due to the
86 SMA strips actuation. The fan performance variation, related to
87 the blade modification is studied by using CFD numerical simula-
88 tions. The numerical model takes into account the different blade
89 shapes, thanks to an innovative instant three-dimensional blade
90 shape detection provided during the activation tests of the blade.
91 The coupling of different fan rotational velocities and different
92 blade shapes is the basis for the multiple surface performance map
93 reported in this second part.

94 Literature Survey

95 The thermal management of an engine is related to the efficient
96 control of the thermal energy flows in accordance with the specific
97 requirements and the prevailing operating conditions. Proper ther-
98 mal management is reflected in a reduction of vehicle emissions
99 and fuel consumption and in an improvement of the mechanical

100 engine efficiency and life. As reported in Ref. [7], proper manage-
101 ment of the cooling system can reduce (i) the warm-up time, (ii)
102 the pollutant emissions, and (iii) the size of the cooling system
103 compared to an increase of engine efficiency and operation life
104 due to the correct control of postcooling (avoiding the heat soak).
105 In order to reach these advantages, two strategies can be
106 adopted: (i) single component optimization (heat exchange, cool-
107 ing fan, water pump, etc.) or (ii) entire system optimization
108 (engine, cooling circuit, etc.).
109 In literature, a single component optimization is widespread
110 [8]. The optimization can be developed through the use of the
111 one-dimensional analytical model or it is possible to couple the
112 one-dimensional model with CFD. For example, in Ref. [9] para-
113 metric studies on automotive heat exchangers are reported. Oliet
114 et al. [9] studied the overall behavior of automobile heat exchang-
115 ers working at a usual range of operating conditions. The results
116 highlight the importance of the air inlet flow rate and of the tem-
117 perature in the overall heat transfer coefficient. In this sense, the
118 under-hood air flow management is one of the most important
119 fields of research. In fact, the automotive development trend
120 moves toward the increase in engine power and the decrease of
121 under-hood space in favor of driver and passenger compartment
122 space [10]. Besides, the under-air flow has a negative effect on the
123 total drag. The cooling air drag can be as large as 8% of the total
124 air resistance [10]. In support of this, the fan-to-radiator spacing
125 and fan-to-engine spacing play a key role in the cooling circuit
126 performance. The air flow at the front of the vehicle, passes
127 through the grille, condenser, radiator, cooling fan, and other com-
128 ponents, removing the rejected heat to the surrounding environ-
129 ment [5]. The cooling fan operates in a blockage condition due to
130 the upstream radiator and downstream engine, and for these rea-
131 sons, the axial fan works with a higher radial flow.
132 The space-optimization of the engine bay has to take into
133 account two main aspects: the cooling system capability and the
134 aerodynamic performance of the vehicle. Particular attention is
135 given to off-design conditions, such as off-highway heavy-duty
136 truck operation [11] and postcooling of the engine after high
137 engine loads [12].
138 The air-side optimization of the cooling system is not the only
139 strategy to meet the increasing demand of energy efficiency. The
140 water side of the cooling system could also be subjected to optimi-
141 zation. In Ref. [13], a different control strategy of the water ther-
142 mostat improves the engine efficiency during the transient
143 operation (warm-up). The cooling system is also optimized
144 considering many components at the same time. As reported in

145Ref. [7], active coolant control (by means of electronic water
146pump and valves) substantially contributed to a reduction of cool-
147ant warm-up time during the cold engine start as well as the emis-
148sion and fuel consumption. The active control avoids the frequent
149changes in the coolant temperature that exist when the passive
150control system is used.
151In this background, a cooling fan controlled by the SMA devi-
152ces could be an innovative solution in order to exclude electric
153motor, sensor, cable connection, and all of the electronic devices
154in the vehicle structure. Furthermore, the SMA device driven by
155the air temperature matches with the new control strategy that
156refers to a coolant control strategy by using temperature instead of
157engine rotational velocity. The fan performance is related to the
158air flow temperature during the warm-up, standard operation, and
159after-load engine operating conditions. For these reasons, this new
160concept represents one of the most interesting challenges in auto-
161motive applications. Examples of adaptive structures regard the
162improvement of the global efficiency of aircraft wings [14], heli-
163copter blades [15], and wind turbines [16]. However, no study
164addresses the use of SMA elements as actuators in fan blades. In
165this work, the authors have reported an extended analysis of the
166blade, realized as a functional structure with the embedded NiTi
167SMA strips, and its stabilization due to repeated thermal cycling.
168The blade shape analysis is provided by using (i) the digital image
169analysis technique and (ii) an innovative three-dimensional blade
170surface detection. After the blade shape analysis, numerical CFD
171simulations are conducted in order to establish the capability of
172the SMA activation to induce the variation of the fan performance.
173Different fan rotational velocities are investigated and the modu-
174lating capability of the SMA elements is also highlighted.

175Experimental Apparatus

176The experimental apparatus, named single blade test facility
177(SBTF), includes numerous temperature sensors, velocity sensors,
178and digital image devices, and allowed the characterization of the
179morphing blade.

180Morphing Blade Structure. The structure was designed in
181order to be sufficiently compliant and flexible to support the large
182deflections induced by the strips and to allow the shape recovery,
183but also stiff enough to withstand aerodynamic loads. The chosen
184blade structure was a mixture of Nylon PA 6.6, glass fibers and
185elastomer. The embedded SMA strips had a nominal composition
186of Ni50.2Ti49.8, with a thickness equal to 1.5 mm and they were
187put in contact with the fluid flow by means of several slots. In Fig.
1881, the blade sketch, with the essential region, is reported. The
189SMA characterization and the comparative results between the
190polymeric matrices are reported in the first part of this work [6].

191Thermal Cycle. The SMA thermal activation was achieved by
192(i) a heating ramp and (ii) a cooling ramp, described as follows.
193Starting from room temperature the blade was firstly heated by a
194hot air stream flow, which caused the activation of the SMA strips
195and the blade deflection. The blade reached the maximum deflec-
196tion as the fluid flow reached the maximum temperature. Subse-
197quently, the blade was cooled to room temperature.

198SBTF. As depicted in Fig. 1, the SBTF was composed of (i) a
199convergent device, (ii) a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe, (iii) a
200flow straightener, (iv) a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) trans-
201parent measurements section, and (v) an exhaust pipe. The wind
202tunnel was driven by an axial fan with a nominal 1500 m3/h flow
203rate that provided the air flow stream through a 22-kW electric
204heater. With the SBTF, it was possible to realize a highly repro-
205ducible timewise thermal gradient, which can reach values of up
206to about 12 �C/min in heating mode and up to about 6 �C/min in
207cooling mode. These temperature gradients are consistent with the
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208 operating conditions of the fan when used in normal duty. More
209 details can be found in the previous paper [6].
210 In order to evaluate the thermofluid dynamic conditions, a hot
211 wire anemometer, a pitot static tube, and several calibrated ther-
212 mocouples were installed in the SBTF. In particular, the thermo-
213 couples for the control of the air flow were placed in
214 correspondence to the heater, in the vicinity of the blade (at the
215 shroud and hub positions), and at the outlet section as can be seen
216 in Fig. 1. Temperature and velocities were constantly monitored
217 during the activation test. Several welded tip thermocouples type
218 K were also placed on the blade surface and on the SMA strips to
219 acquire the temperature evolution.
220 Figure 1 shows the experimental temperature evolution as a
221 function of time in correspondence to the sections illustrated in
222 the sketch. Thanks to the transparency of the measurements sec-
223 tion, the evolution of the blade shape was continuously evaluated
224 by means of digital image analysis techniques. Three digital cam-
225 eras were aligned in correspondence to the blade tip, suction side,
226 and pressure side, respectively. In addition, the three-dimensional
227 blade shape was acquired during the tests by using the Microsoft
228 Kinect sensor. The temperature acquisition was synchronized with
229 the video acquisition (1024� 768) pixels and the three-
230 dimensional blade surface acquisition in order to control the over-
231 all change in blade shape related to the temperature trend.

232 Blade Shape Scan. In addition to digital images and video
233 analyses, the three-dimensional blade shape was detected by the
234 Microsoft Kinect sensor. This is a motion sensing camera,
235 released as a peripheral device for the Xbox360 console and Win-
236 dows, which is capable of providing streaming noncontact depth
237 information and color information at a resolution of (640� 480)
238 pixels with a rate of 30 frames per second. The Kinect contains (i)
239 an RGB sensor imaging made up of double camera arrangement;

240(ii) an infrared (IR) emitter and an IR depth sensor; and (iii) a
241three-axis accelerometer to control its orientation. Since tradi-
242tional 3D motion capture systems are generally complex and very
243expensive, the Kinect-based 3D surface imaging system could
244provide a cheap and fast scanning system with a sufficient accu-
245racy for a number of common applications, such as health,
246robotics, biomechanics, and engineering fields [17,18,19]. By
247means of its 3D depth sensor, it can detect the distance between
248the sensor and the object, and it can also provide the 3D model in
249cloud point format. In the present study, the ability of the Kinect
250to acquire the shape changes upon the activation of the blade
251placed behind the PMMA transparent panel was exploited.
252In order to control the thermofluid dynamic parameters of the
253air flow which hit the blade surface, it was essential that the
254PMMA panels were not to be removed during the test. For this
255reason, a conventional 3D scanner such as a laser scanner or
256contact touch probe could not be used. At the same time, these
257devices are usually unsuitable for real-time applications.
258The Kinect was thus placed on a tripod with the IR emitter axis
259perpendicular to the suction side surface of the blade (aligned
260with the other cameras), at a distance of approximately 600 mm.
261Point cloud data were obtained by the freely available software
262development kit (SDK) provided by Windows, and by using spe-
263cific open source software (i.e., BLENDER, MESHLAB). Point cloud
264data were then processed and converted into a polygonal represen-
265tation of the scanned blade.

266Blade Structure Stabilization

267In this section, the capability of the SMA strips to recover the
268memorized bent shape is presented. In order to do this, consecu-
269tive thermal cycles were imposed on the same blade structure
270(polymeric matrix with SMA strips). The first thermal cycle corre-
271sponded to the first thermal cycle of the polymeric matrix and the
272SMA strips. The stabilization tests were conducted by using the
273SBTF in order to produce the most similar air conditions that
274characterized the actual application.
275Figure 2 reports the trend of the airfoil camber variation during
276the activation tests. The blade airfoil was evaluated by a CAD
277reconstruction, AQ4provided by using the digital images acquired dur-
278ing the activation test in correspondence to the blade tip view.
279Experimental results reported in Fig. 2 highlight that the blade sta-
280bilization is obtained from the second activation test, in which the
281maximum camber (reached at the maximum air temperature) is
282equal to about 21 mm compared to a camber value of 9 mm that
283characterizes the blade tip airfoil in a nonactivated condition.
284The variation in the maximum camber value is less than 1 mm.
285This small variation encountered during the stabilization tests is
286clearly reported in Fig. 3, in which the airfoil mean lines at the
287blade tip are reported. The CAD representation depicted in Fig. 3
288shows the blade shape variation and highlights the difference

Fig. 1 SBTF functional scheme and its thermal performance

Fig. 2 Blade structure stabilization: airfoil camber variation
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289 between the nonactivated blade (bold black) and the last stabiliza-
290 tion test (bold blue).AQ5

291 Blade Shape Analysis and Reconstruction

292 In addition to the camera views discussed in the previous sec-
293 tion,AQ6 the three-dimensional blade shape was acquired during the
294 tests. The instantaneous shape acquisition provided by the Kinect
295 sensor allowed the digitalization of the blade shape at the peak
296 temperature instant.
297 Considering the 3D surfaces, shape measurement techniques
298 are concerned with detecting the geometry information from the
299 image of the measured object. These approaches are known in lit-
300 erature as reverse engineering (RE). In the present application the
301 blade is positioned in the measurement section and a noncontact
302 method (optical) must be used. As reported in Ref. [20], optical
303 methods can often acquire more data in less time, with the advan-
304 tages of measuring parts without contact. However, the scanning
305 result may not achieve a high accuracy and may have a higher
306 uncertainty when compared to tactile systems [21]. In order to
307 address these issues, the combination of optical measurements
308 and tactile systems, even at different times and locations, can
309 yield a highly accurate 3D representation of the physical object
310 [22,23]. In the present study, tactile systems cannot be used and
311 for this reason, the blade shape detection was carried out by means
312 of (i) a digital image analysis (that provides quantitative and
313 accurate blade detection) and (ii) optical scanning (that provides
314 qualitative blade detection).

315 Kinect Validation. In order to validate the capability of the
316 Kinect sensor to acquire the three-dimensional blade shape, a pre-
317 liminary comparison between the acquired Kinect surface and the
318 blade reference CAD geometry was conducted. In Fig. 4, the
319 acquired surface (processed by open source software in order to
320 obtain the polygonal representation) of the nonactivated blade and
321 the blade CAD geometry are superimposed. As shown, the Kinect
322 sensor provided an accurate three-dimensional blade shape. The
323 two entities only differed at the boundary blade regions (espe-
324 cially at the blade tip). However, the deviation was lower than
325 1 mm. At the edges, the Kinect sensor also detected the blade
326 thickness (as can be seen in Fig. 4), but this detection is less accu-
327 rate and it was not taken into account during the blade reconstruc-
328 tion. As also reported in Ref. [24], compared to the 2D analysis,
329 the 3D blade detection is less accurate (point clouds data gener-
330 ated by the Kinect sensor were affected by blade surface finishing
331 and the reflection and diffraction of the PMMA panels) than the
332 2D image captured by a digital camera, but is highly suitable for
333 detecting the instantaneous overall 3D blade shape without
334 disturbing the airflow.

335 Blade Shape Analysis. As stated above, the Kinect sensor was
336 useful to instantly detect the three-dimensional blade shape. This

337capability allowed the detection of the blade shapes during the
338activation test at (i) the start of the thermal cycle, named nonacti-
339vated blade (20 �C), (ii) the middle of the thermal cycle, named
340activated at 60 �C, and (iii) the end of the heating ramp in corre-
341spondence to the peak temperature, named activated at 90 �C. The
342detection referred to a stabilized blade shape after the blade
343structure stabilization process (see Figs. 2 and 3).
344The obtained scanned blades are reported in Fig. 5, in the Kin-
345ect surfaces column. As can be seen, the maximum blade deflec-
346tion is located at the SMA strips housing zone (from 50% to 87%
347of the blade span, see Fig. 1). In this region, the airfoils experi-
348enced a camber variation according to the memorized shape of the
349SMA strips. In particular, the trailing edge areas appeared more
350affected by the action of the strips since they were linked with the
351polymeric structure in the midchord zone. The same assessment
352can be made by the digital view reported in Fig. 5, in the pressure
353side view column.
354Thanks to the three-dimensional surface provided by the Kinect
355sensor during the activation tests, it was possible to analyze the
356different deformations that occurred in the blade shape along its
357span in a quantitative way. Figure 6 reports the intersection
358between the suction side surface (Kinect surface) and the four dif-
359ferent planes at increasing span: 20%, 50%, 70%, and 90% for a
360blade height of 34.8 mm, 87.0 mm, 128.8 mm, and 156.6 mm,
361respectively. The intersection is represented by circular, square
362and triangular single points for the nonactivated, activated at
36360 �C and activated at 90 �C blade shape, respectively, while the
364trend line improves the readability of the graph.
365Since the SMA strips housing zone is located above the mid-
366span, the intersection at 20% of the span showed no differences
367among the three suction side surfaces. In contrast, the other

Fig. 3 Evolution of airfoil mean lines at the blade tip

Fig. 4 Blades comparison: Kinect surface versus CAD
geometry
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368 intersections showed remarkable deviations among the surfaces.
369 In the leading edge area, the activated blades showed the same
370 deviations with respect to the nonactivated blade. This deviation
371 is about 13 mm, 15 mm, and 20 mm for 50%, 70%, and 90%,
372 respectively. Conversely, in the trailing edge area the activated
373 blades deviation assumes different values. This phenomenon is
374 strongly related to the SMA strips action that imposes a progres-
375 sive deformation according to the increasing temperature. The
376 deviation between the activated blades is more evident for the
377 70% and 90% intersections in which the deviation is 10 mm and
378 15 mm, respectively. As depicted in Fig. 6, blade shape changes
379 (mean line deflection and trailing edge deformation) develop on
380 each blade-to-blade plane as a function of the blade span location.
381 For this reason, the centrifugal force that works in the actual
382 blade’s operation does not influence the blade shape modification.
383 SMA strips, embedded in the polymeric matrix, determine the air-
384 foil deflection along the chordwise direction without being
385 affected by the centrifugal force that works along the blade
386 height.
387 It should be observed that the progressive and continuous blade
388 deformation, due to temperature-driven shape recovery, is directly

389related to the design of (i) the thermomechanical shape setting
390SMA strips, (ii) the position of the SMA strips housing zone, and
391(iii) the polymeric matrix stiffness.
392Thanks to these accurate Kinect surfaces the corresponding
393three-dimensional blade shapes can be achieved. In the third col-
394umn (reconstructed column) of Fig. 5, the reconstructed blades
395obtained through a reverse procedure starting from the Kinect
396surfaces are reported. The parametric CAD representations were
397generated through B-Splines surface provided by SOLIDWORKS CAD

398software. By using the reconstructed blade shapes the effects on
399the fan performance of the aforementioned smooth evolution of
400the blade shape were studied by means of the CFD analysis pre-
401sented in the following section AQ7.

402CFD Analysis

403Starting from the scanned blades, three numerical domains
404were generated in order to analyze the performance of the fan by
405means of CFD numerical simulations in nonactivated, activated at
40660 �C and activated at 90 �C blade conditions, respectively.

Fig. 5 Digital captions (suction side view), Kinect surfaces and reconstructed blades
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407 The numerical simulations were carried out by means of the
408 commercial CFD code ANSYS CFX 15.0. The standard k-e turbu-
409 lence model with a scalable wall function was used. This turbu-
410 lence model well reproduces the performance at the design point
411 in the case of axial turbomachine as reported in Ref. [25]. All the
412 simulations were performed in steady multiple frames of reference
413 by using a frozen rotor interface [26,27].AQ8 Each numerical domain
414 was composed by three domains: two stationary domains (inlet
415 and outlet duct) and one rotating domain (rotor). A simplified
416 sketch of the numerical domain, with its dimensions, is reported
417 in Fig. 7(a). The fan was composed of five blades but only a single
418 passage vane was modeled. The hub to tip ratio was equal to
419 0.319, while the tip clearance was 5 mm (3.02% of the blade
420 span).
421 A multiblock hexahedral grid was generated for the numerical
422 domains: (i) 6,024,626 elements for the nonactivated blade, (ii)
423 6,584,313 elements for the activated at 60 �C blade, and (iii)
424 6,622,134 for the activated at 90 �C blade. In the three numerical
425 domains, the element size and the mesh refinement close to the
426 wall were comparable and they are showed in Fig. 7(b). The yþ

427 value on the blade surface varies in the range of 4–90 for both of
428 the numerical domains at the best efficiency point.

429Boundary Conditions. The numerical simulation was carried
430out for three different rotational velocities 1000 rpm, 2000 rpm,
431and 3000 rpm. At the inlet section, the total pressure was imposed
432equal to 101,325 Pa. At the outlet section, two different conditions
433were imposed: a relative static pressure for the higher mass flow
434rate operating condition and an outlet mass flow rate for the lower
435mass flow rate operating point. Finally, since only a section of the
436full geometry was modeled, rotational periodic boundary condi-
437tions were applied to the lateral surfaces of the flow domain.

438Fan Performance. In order to highlight the capability of the
439blade activation in the modification of the fan performance, the
440first analysis refers to the comparison between the fan perform-
441ance with nonactivated blade and the fan performance with the
442activated at 90 �C blade. The analysis refers to rotational veloc-
443ities of 3000 rpm and 1000 rpm which correspond to the two
444extremes of the nominal working rotational velocity range of the
445fan.
446The performance trends in terms of flow coefficient / and pres-
447sure coefficient W are reported in Figs. 8 and 9. Differences in
448terms of pressure and flow coefficient between the maximum and

Fig. 6 Suction side deviations at 20%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the blade span

Fig. 7 Numerical domain: (a) dimension and domain subdivisions and (b) computational
mesh around the blade
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449 minimum rotational velocities are due to the different fluid
450 dynamic phenomena that characterized the fan operating condi-
451 tions in these two ends of the rotational velocity range.
452 In Fig. 8, the comparison for a rotational velocity equal to 3000
453 rpm is depicted. The gray region refers to an increase in fan per-
454 formance of 3%. The fan with the activated at 90 �C blades shows
455 a higher pressure coefficient at the same flow coefficient. In par-
456 ticular, this performance gain is equal to 3% at the best efficiency
457 point of the fan with the activated blades. Figure 8 also reports the
458 values of the efficiency as a function of flow coefficient. The fan
459 efficiency refers to the ratio between fluid power (Q�Dp0) and
460 shaft power (C x). The efficiency in the case of the activated at
461 90 �C blades is less than the case with the nonactivated blades. In

462Fig. 9, the comparison for a rotational velocity equal to 1000 rpm
463is depicted. The gray region refers to an increase in the fan per-
464formance of 8%. Again, the fan with the activated at 90 �C blades
465shows a higher pressure coefficient at the same flow coefficient. In
466this case, the best efficiency point does not correspond to the max-
467imum gain but, for the entire performance trend, the activated at
46890 �C blades improve the fan pressure coefficient. Also in this
469case, the fan efficiency with the activated at 90 �C blades is less
470than the fan with the nonactivated blade. The camber modification
471measured in this analysis seems to reduce the fan’s stall margin
472especially for the highest nominal working rotational velocity.
473From the following fluid dynamic analysis, it is possible to
474understand the decrease in the fan efficiency. The analysis is
475related to the numerical simulation with a rotational velocity equal
476to 3000 rpm and the comparison refers to the nonactivated and
477activated at 90 �C blade shapes.
478The increase of the pressure coefficient is directly related to the
479increase of the airfoil camber and leads to a higher flow rate dur-
480ing the fan operation. In fact, when the fluid temperature
481increases, the blade shape modification generates an increase in
482the pressure coefficient, and as a result, a higher flow rate through
483the heat exchanger.
484The influence of the blade shape variation is clearly evident
485from Fig. 10, in which the blade loading and the blade-to-blade
486velocity contour plots at three spans (25%, 50%, and 75%) are
487reported. As can be seen from Fig. 10, close to the hub (25% of
488the blade span), the blade loading and the velocity contour plots
489are quite similar between the two blades as well as the blade
490shape. For the other two span positions, the blade shape variation
491provided by the SMA strips determines the modification of the
492velocity field, and as a consequence, the modification of the blade
493loading. The increased airfoil camber provided by the activation
494of SMA strips determines a lower pressure in the suction side at
49550% of the blade span. At the top of the blade (75% of the blade
496span), the increase in the airfoil camber leads to a pressure
497decrease in the suction side and to a pressure increase in the pres-
498sure side. At 75% of the blade span, there is also an incipient sepa-
499ration, close to the trailing edge of the airfoil, clearly visible in
500Fig. 10. The increase in the airfoil camber (especially at the top of
501the blade) determines an increase in the pressure coefficient (as
502reported in Figs. 8 and 9) but, at the same time, a decrease of the
503fan efficiency due to the separation on the suction side. The
504separation is responsible to the reduction of the stall margin as
505outlined above.

506Fan Operating Surfaces. In the last part of this work, the com-
507pleted fan performance trends are reported. Unlike the results
508reported in the previous section AQ9that referred to the pressure and
509flow coefficients, in this section the fan performance is presented

Fig. 8 Fan performance, n 5 3000 rpm

Fig. 9 Fan performance, n 5 1000 rpm

Fig. 10 Blade loading and blade-to-blade velocity field for 25%, 50%, and 75% of the blade span
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510 as a function of the fan rotational velocity and the air temperature
511 and refers to the total pressure increment and the mass flow rate.
512 The performance of the fan with the three studied blades are
513 reported in Figs. 11–13 for fan rotational velocities equal to 3000
514 rpm, 2000 rpm, and 1000 rpm, respectively. The gray regions
515 reported in the figures represent the set of the possible fan operat-
516 ing points. In fact, during the actual fan cooling operation, the air
517 temperature changes according to the engine load and/or the effect

518of the ram air and, at the same time, the fan rotational velocity
519could be changed due to the engine operation load requirement.
520Therefore, the fan equipped with this type of blade follows the
521thermal/load request of the engine and changes its operating point
522continuously. The upper performance trends reported in each fig-
523ure (Figs. 11–13) represent the fan performance with the nonacti-
524vated blades for an air temperature equal to 20 �C, while the lower
525performance trends refer to the fan performance with the activated
526at 90 �C blades for an air temperature of 90 �C. The fan perform-
527ance is related to the air temperature and, for this reason, con-
528versely to the performance trend reported in Figs. 8 and 9, the
529activated fans show a lower performance with respect to the
530nonactivated fan.
531This first numerical analysis confirms the ability of this technol-
532ogy to generate performance variation during operation without
533sensors and control systems. Fan control by using SMA elements
534represents an evolution in thermal engine management. The shift
535from the control of the fan rotational velocity and/or the thermo-
536stat to the control of the fan blade shape reflects the modern trend
537of leaving mathematic control (true/false logic) in favor of more
538refined control logic. The benefits of using SMA capability to per-
539form actuating functions compared to pneumatic or hydraulic
540actuators are reduced complexity and improved reliability of the
541overall mechanical system [17,18]. For this reason, the constant
542strive for the study and the improvement of the related properties
543(new alloy compositions, thermomechanical treatments, actuator
544design, etc.) is of great importance.
545The SMA control capability investigated in this work could rep-
546resent an important upgrade in the field of engine thermal man-
547agement. In fact, engine emissions, engine fuel consumption, and
548engine operating life are strictly related to the management of
549engine coolant temperature. Compared to the typical coolant tem-
550perature control systems [1–5], the cooling fan performance con-
551trolled by the SMA blades can improve many aspects: (i) the fan
552performance is directly related to the engine coolant temperature,
553(ii) the SMA blade control reduces the warm-up time because the
554mass flow rate provided by the cooling fan continuously changes
555during the engine heating ramp, (iii) the SMA blade control pre-
556vents the engine thermal soak, thanks to the capability of the fan
557to follow the engine thermal requests, and finally (iv) the down-
558size of the cooling system and its control devices (for example,
559the independent electric water pump, valves, and/or the electric
560actuation of the cooling fan could be suppressed).

561Conclusions

562In this paper, experimental and numerical analyses on a morph-
563ing blade driven by the SMA strips have been reported. Three dif-
564ferent blade shapes were used to calculate, by numerical CFD
565simulations, the upgrade in the axial fan performance generated
566by the SMA strips activation.
567Starting from the preliminary results reported in the first part of
568this work (related to the control capability of the SMA strips em-
569bedded in a polymeric matrix), in this second part the effect of the
570blade shape modification on a fan performance has been studied.
571The experimental tests on a single blade were performed by
572using a purpose-built wind tunnel and the blade shape modifica-
573tions were acquired by using obtained thanks to Kinect sensor. The
574thermal gradients (for the heating and cooling ramp), realized by
575means of an electric heater, were in line with those which take
576place in automotive cooling circuits. Thanks to the challenging and
577innovative three-dimensional blade surface capture system pro-
578vided by Kinect sensor it was possible to digitalize the blade shape
579changes during the activation tests. This noncontact sensor can
580measure the instantaneous three-dimensional shape through the
581PMMA panels without affecting the thermal and flow wind tunnel
582conditions.
583After an investigation of the blade structure stabilization, the
584stabilized blade shapes were scanned and used to provide the CFD

Fig. 11 Fan performance, n 5 3000 rpm for nonactivated, acti-
vated at 60 �C, and activated at 90 �C blades

Fig. 13 Fan performance, n 5 1000 rpm for nonactivated, acti-
vated at 60 �C, and activated at 90 �C blades

Fig. 12 Fan performance, n 5 2000 rpm for nonactivated, acti-
vated at 60 �C, and activated at 90 �C blades
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585 analyses in order to highlight the differences in the fan perform-
586 ance due to the different shapes of the blade.
587 The analyses showed that the activated blades led to an increase
588 in the fan pressure ratio up to 8%, compared to the nonactivated
589 blade. A blade loading analysis compared to the velocity analysis
590 revealed that the increment in the fan performance was directly
591 related to the blade shape modification that occurs in the SMA
592 strip housing zone.
593 This preliminary study shows that the opportunity to generate
594 an innovative passive control system applied to an axial fan is
595 realizable. The innovative activation method proposed is suitable
596 to modify the performance in agreement with the requests of the
597 circuit.
598 Future developments will concern (i) the optimization of the
599 behavior of the SMA elements by means of specific shape-setting
600 treatments, (ii) the study of the shape recovery behavior in subse-
601 quent activation thermal cycles to improve the blade structure sta-
602 bilization, (iii) the assessment of the reliability of the noncontact
603 detection method for the analysis of the blade shape modification,
604 and (iv) the blade aerodynamic design in order to increase fan per-
605 formance and stall margin. The developments of a blade design
606 will be dedicated to the enhancement of fan efficiency in order to
607 reduce the diverted engine power at full load.
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Nomenclature614

615 C ¼ torque
616 m ¼ camber
617 n ¼ rotational velocity
618 N ¼ cycle
619 p ¼ pressure
620 Q ¼ volume flow rate
621 S ¼ blade loading coordinate
622 t ¼ time
623 T ¼ temperature
624 Ut ¼ blade velocity at the tip
625 Va ¼ axial flow velocity
626 yþ ¼ nondimensional wall distance

627 Greek Symbols

628 D ¼ increment
629 g ¼ efficiency
630 / ¼ ¼ Va=Ut flow coefficient
631 W ¼ ¼ Dp0=q U2

t pressure coefficient
632 x ¼ angular velocity

633 Subscripts and Superscripts

634 peak ¼ peak (referred to the camber)
635 0 ¼ total (referred to the pressure)

636 Acronyms

637 CFD ¼ computational fluid dynamics
638 IR ¼ infrared
639 PMMA ¼ polymethyl methacrylate
640 PVC ¼ polyvinyl chloride
641 RE ¼ reverse engineering
642 SBTF ¼ single blade test facility
643 SDK ¼ software development kit
644 SMA ¼ shape memory alloy
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